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MINDS
OVER MATTER

When mind dominates matter, it 
creates different and better solutions 
for unique experiences.

Our customers purchase something 
far more important than a product. 
They buy the values of our talent.

COMPAC, The Surfaces Company, 
produces the highest quality 
technological quartz and marble, 
improving technical performance 
and creating unique surfaces using 
innovative processes to achieve 
ecological and sustainable benefits.

The 40th anniversary of COMPAC 
marks the recognition of a company 
history that includes our forward-
looking entre-preneurial spirit and 
an ongoing avant-garde focus. In 
these four decades, the company has 
conquered the international market 
with premium quality products that 
are well differentiated from the 
competition thanks to their finishes, 
colours and trend-setting concepts.

Our values. Our know-how.
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Only when you truly understand nature’s perfection, wisdom and greatness can you 
start conceiving something more than that.SIGN OF PERFECTION
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WHEN YOU MASTER NATURE, 
ALWAYS EXPECT SOMETHING NEW

The path to perfection is shaped by 
nature and here at COMPAC, we 
appreciate this wisdom and grandeur. 
Only in this way have we managed to 
enhance the excellence of perfection.

Unique has become another element 
of nature-intensely expressing all its 
wonderful layers. Unique is pure nature 

and this is reflected in the singular 
surfaces whisking you away to the most 
amazing landscapes that you can only 
reach and feel if you are perfectly in tune 
with nature.
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All this is only possible when you go 
that one step further, when you 
really master nature, respect it and 
refashion it with your own approach
—an idea that when it shines, evolves 
in all its glory.   

This is when we find ourselves on the 
unique path only available to leaders, 
as whilst others try to merely represent 
nature, COMPAC creates its own 
horizons.BE AT ONE WITH NATURE



COMPAC creates. COMPAC chooses nature and elevates it with its 
own designs, conjuring unique surfaces for the entire market.

NEW 
DESIGNS
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“Conquer a new sunset. Be one with the ocean and ride its ups and downs. Close your eyes... 
listen to the calm as well as its fierceness... respect its strength...

I breathe salt. I open my eyes and there it is, the line that separates us from the sky. Vastness. I 
close my eyes; I only see the ocean...”.

7.40 pm
Steve, boat captain. 

Be at one with nature.
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Unique CarraraTM is a unique piece, designed 
for those looking to create special spaces 
with bright surfaces filled with their own light. 
A creation that hints at style and originality.

Unique CarraraTM

“Go with the surface that’s
able to move you”
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CARRARATM

Polished

CARRARATM
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Countertop and kitchen unit. Unique Carrara™
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 Countertop. Unique Carrara™
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 Cladding. Unique Carrara™
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“The desert is a metaphor for infinite possibilities. It’s where all different paths coexist. You 
can’t see them, but they’re around for those who want to follow them. Textures that are always 
changing, marking or erasing the direction to follow. Signs that appear and disappear...

The only thing that remains is the horizon, that thin line that always watches us”.

6.13 am
Ahmed, desert guide.

Be at one with nature.
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The Unique BiancoTM design allows the 
material to have movement, with strength and 
with personality. It’s exclusive textures are the 
hallmarks of this creation that’s been specially 
designed for environments with a big character.

Unique BiancoTM

“A surface capable of speaking 
to your fingers, has a whole lot to say”
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BIANCOTM

Polished
BIANCOTM

Crêpe
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Countertop and Backsplash. Unique Bianco™
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Countertop. Unique Bianco™
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Cladding. Unique Bianco™
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“As a child, I imagined touching the stars as if they were a big pile of pebbles. Nature creates 
textures and patterns designed for dreaming.  I would have loved to play marbles with the 
universe, or to connect the dots, drawing shapes.

Then I would have discovered that the intangible is placed there for us, within reach of our eyes, 
to lift us up and give us a new reason to dream”.

01.22 am
Christy, astronomer.

Be at one with nature.
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The tone of Unique PietraTM, together with the 
design of its veining, is pure inspiration, giving 
the space a unique personality. Unique Petra 
wins you over not only with its essence, but 
with everything it awakens with its texture. 
With its design and the way it feels, it transports 
you to infinite places. A sure bet for those who 
love everything artistic and unusual. 

Unique PietraTM

“The most beautiful surface
manages to first inspire your sight, 

followed by the rest of your senses”
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PIETRATM

Polished

PIETRATM

Crêpe
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Countertop. Unique Pietra™
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Countertop. Unique Pietra™
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Cladding. Unique Pietra™



ALL
COLLEC
TION Our Unique collection taps nature and its beauty, and comes from 

respect and admiration for its forms, materials and textures.

Our designs are inspired by lakes, forests, rocks, landscapes... to 
produce something that is completely new and unique.
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Unique CalacattaTM
Perfection of the soul Perfection of elegance

Unique MarquinaTM

Perfection that speaks
Unique VenatinoTM

Perfection in its shapes
Unique ArabescatoTM

The perfect silver
Unique ArgentoTMTop view of the table,

Unique CalacattaTM Glacé finish
Cladding,

Unique MarquinaTM Glacé finish

Unique CarraraTM Unique BiancoTM Unique PietraTM
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Floor. Unique Bianco™
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Unique CarraraTM  Glacé Finish
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Unique CarraraTM  Glacé Finish

Cladding,
Unique CarraraTM  Glacé Finish
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Unique BiancoTM  

Unique BiancoTM  
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Unique BiancoTM  
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Unique PietraTM
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Unique CalacattaTM
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Detail of the flooring,
Unique MarquinaTM Polished
Unique VenatinoTM Polished

General view of the countertop and backsplash,
Unique MarquinaTM Glacé finish
Unique VenatinoTM Glacé finish
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General view of the countertop,
Unique ArabescatoTM Polished
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Top of the table,
Unique ArgentoTM Glacé finish
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FINISHES Textures and finishes that give to the Unique Collection™ 
a distinctively elegant appeal.
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A finish that intensifies colours, giving them more life, and 
enabling you to give a distinctive seal to your surroundings. 
A finish that reflects the personality of a true connoisseur.

POLISHED
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Perfect matt, smooth and glowing, a soft sensation to the 
touch, the absence of reflections and fast, easy cleaning. 
Beautiful and practical at the same time, with one
single finish

GLACÉFINISH 
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We have created a state-of-the-art finish, designed to 
seduce your senses. Its fine roughness makes it a compact 
surface that is overflowing with overwhelming delicateness.

A purely natural, non-glare finish, with flawless workmanship 
that is easy to maintain and clean.

CRÊPEFINISH
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COMPAC Surfaces has a deep-rooted culture of Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR) aimed at actively contributing 
to social, economic and environmental improvement.

Following our environmental commitment, we have 
incorporated to the Unique Collection a BIO resin obtained 
from vegetal sources that allows us to create a natural and 
more respectful collection with the environment.

COMPAC  COMMITMENT

Distinction, responsibility and respect can, and must, go 
hand in hand. That’s why the Unique collection is made 
using vegetable-origin raw materials such as hi-tech 
BIOresins, from renewable sources. This is certified by 
the prestigious BIO certification.

BIO CERTIFICATE



UNIQUE
IN THE
WORLD The Unique Collection transforms spaces in which it is used, 

endowing them with elegance and unique style.

Sober, commanding homes and spaces that take on another 
dimension when these materials become the protagonists.
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BÁMBOLA BAR
Valladolid | Spain

Restaurant bar. Unique Marquina™
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BELVÉDÈRE APARTMENT
Montreal | Canada 

Countertop and Backsplash. Unique Calacatta™
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HAMMAN
Orlando | EEUU 

Unique Calacatta™ 
Unique Marquina™
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PALAU ALAMEDA
Valencia | Spain 

Restaurant bar and tables. Unique Calacatta™
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RESIDENTIAL HOMES
New York | United States 

Countertop and Cladding. Unique Calacatta™
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SHOWROOM COMPAC AVENTURA
Aventura | Florida 

Cladding. Unique Calacatta™ 
Table: Unique Argento™
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STEPWELL WALLPAPER HANDMADE
Milan Design Week | Milan 

Unique Arabescato™
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TECHNICAL 
FEATURES
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APPLICATIONS

Power and subtlety, inspiring us to create designs that achieve 
atmospheres denoting a strong, well-cultivated personality. Patterns, 
different in each piece, making each design totally unique.

DISTINCTIVE 
AND VERSATILE

KITCHEN 
COUNTERTOPS

SINKS

DESKS

FOOD 

RESTAURANTS

EDUCATIONAL 
CENTRES

RECEPTIONS TABLES & 

COUNTERS

WALL PLAQUES, 

SHELVES

INDUSTRIAL 
KITCHENS

PUBLIC 
SPACES

BATHROOM 
SURFACES
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PROFILES, FORMATS AND FINISHES

With an appearance that is so naturally expressive and realistic that 
it enables you to create compositions with colour gradations that 
show elegance and natural aesthetics.

PERFECT
EXECUTION

THICKNESS:                                  20 mm - 3/4”                               30 mm - 1 1/4” 

Moldura

Border

Skirt

Coved edge

Dove chest

Bullnose

EDGES

Perfect matt, smooth and glowing, 
a soft sensation to the touch, the 
absence of reflections and fast, easy 
cleaning. Beautiful and practical at 
the same time, with one single finish.

A finish that intensifies colours, 
giving them more life, and enabling 
you to give a distinctive seal to your 
surroundings. A finish that reflects 
the personality of a true connoisseur.

A finish that intensifies colours, 
giving them more life, and enabling 
you to give a distinctive seal to your 
surroundings. A finish that reflects 
the personality of a true connoisseur.

crêpefinish glacéfinish Polished

SLAB MEASUREMENTS

GIANT XS 320 X 155 CM - 126” X 61”

(ONLY FOR UNIQUE CALACATTATM)
GIANT 330 X 163 CM - 130” X 64” 
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QUALITY

We are the first to demand maximum quality and respect for the 
environment throughout our entire manufacturing process.

EFFICIENCY
AND RESPECT

This recognition from the USGBC demostrates our 
commitment to a prosperous and sustainable future – more 
aware of our use of energy and more collaborative with the 
construction of “Green buildings”. 

In addition to beauty and exlusive distinction, at COMPAC 
we also want to créate responsable and safe products. This 
is why all our products are manufactured in materials that 
are totally safe when food products are brought into contact 
with them. This is certified by the leading US organisation.

Distinction, responsibility and respect can, and must, go 
hand in hand. That’s why the Unique collection is made using 
vegetable-origin raw materials such as hi-tech BIOresins, 
from renewable sources. This is certified by the prestigious 
BIO certification.

We create products thta comply with even the most 
demanding quality standards for indoor air, and this is 
what this prestigious Institution guarantees by granting us 
these seals. Including the Greenguard Children & Schools 
Certified, one of the strictest standards in the industry, for 
obvious reasons..

U.S. GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL NSF CERTIFICATION

BIO CERTIFICATEGREENGUARD MARK
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DATA SHEET

PROVEN
QUALITY
PASSING
ROGOROUS 
TESTS The values shown on this data sheet are typical values only, and therefore not legally binding.

For further information, please contact our Technical Department.

SURFACE HARDNESS
UNI EN 101 Ceramic tiles
6 - 7 MOHS

IMPACT RESISTANCE
UNE EN 14617-9 2005
>15 J

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE
UNE EN 14617-10:2012
C4 (Materials maintaining at least 80% 
of their resistance reference value 8 
hours after acid or base attack)

FIRE REACTION
UNE-EN-ISO 9239-1:2002 & ISO 
1716:2002 A2fl s1 Euroclasses

THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT 
UNE EN 14617-11:2006
3,3 X 10-6 °C-1

SLIP RESISTANCE
UNE EN 14231: 2004
6 wet / 37 dry USRV

APPARENT DENSITY
UNE EN 14617-1:2013
2,060 - 2080 kg/m3

FLEXURAL RESISTANCE
UNE EN 14617-2:2008
80 - 90 MPa

WATER ABSORPTION
UNE EN 14617-1:2013
0,06 – 0,08 %

ABRASION RESISTANCE
UNE-EN 14617-3:2012
28 - 30 mm
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CONTACT

COMPAC CUSTOMER SERVICE AMERICA
customerservice@compac.us
(+1) 305 406 3600

COMPAC CUSTOMER SERVICE ASIA & AUSTRALIA
customerserviceapac@compac.es
(+34) 962954053

COMPAC CUSTOMER SERVICE EUROPE
customerserviceeu@compac.es
(+34) 962954053

COMPAC CUSTOMER SERVICE UNITED KINGDOM
customerserviceuk@compac.es
(+44) 0208 5649377

COMPAC CUSTOMER SERVICE MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA
customerserviceame@compac.es
(+34) 962954053

FOLLOW US

compac.us
compac.es

compac.us
compac.es



SPAIN

PORTUGAL

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

UNITED KINGDOM

SINGAPORE

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

compac.us
compac.es
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